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1.  Write the four standard Full Stop Apertures that are missing?   1.4, 2, 2.8, 5.6, 16, 32  
 
1. ____4_____          2.  ____8_____          3. ___11_____          4._____22____       

2.  Write the letter which describes Stopping Down (less light) one stop?  ____C______ 
 
a. 1/60 to 1/15     b. 1/30 to 1/15   c. ƒ8 to ƒ/11  d. 1/60 @ƒ/8 to 1/125 @ƒ5.6

3.  A  400 ISO speed setting is _____A____  than a 200 ISO?  Write the correct letter.

     a. faster/more sensitive b. slower/less sensitive c. same d. none of these

4. What was the name of John Szarkowski‘s dog. Write the correct answer.

  ____Mathew Brady____________

5.  Write the correct letter for the aperture which Opens Up three stops more than ƒ/16?  
___B____  a. ƒ/16 b. ƒ/5.6 c. ƒ/8  d. ƒ/22

6.  Write the correct letter which describes the Additive Primaries?  ___B_____ 
a. Cyan, Red, Blue 
b. Red, Green, Blue 
c. Yellow, Cyan, Magenta 
d. Red, Magenta, Yellow

7. Write the correct letter which describes the Complement of Red?  ___B_____ 
a. Red b. Cyan c. Magenta  d. Yellow

8. Write the correct letter which describes the Complement of Yellow?  __C______ 
a. Red   b. Green   c. Blue     d. none of these

9. Write the correct letter which describes the keyboard shortcut for the Move tool? 
____A____   a.  v  b.  m  c. space bar         d. s

10.Write the correct letter which describes the selection tool which allows 
Anchor Point To Anchor Point selection?  ___A_____ 
a. Polygonal Lasso   b. Marquee  c. Quick Selection      d. Lasso

11. So I‘m shooting at 1/250 @ ƒ/8, so an Equivalent exposure would be 1/500 @ _ƒ/5.6__, 
write the correct aperture. 
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12. A 256 Grayscale file in Photoshop has how many Bits of data? Write the correct letter.  
a. 16  b. 24  c. two  d. 8  ___8_____

 13. Write the correct letter. A Channel Mask can store or save a temporary _____B____. 
a. histogram.  b. selection.   c. move tool.  d. none of these.

14. Write the correct letter. To manipulate, (Rotate, Flip, Size, etc…) an object in a layer: 
a. make a rough selection with the Lasso Tool and use command menu  
b. use only the circle selection tool only on only low resolution files 
c. use Free Transform tool. 
d. none of these. 
____C_____

15.  This tool in CC2019 Toolbox (Polygonal Lasso) selects pixels by color?  
Write the correct letter. ___B_____         
a. True      b. False

16.  John Szarkowski‘s Museum of Modern Art is in what City.  
Write the correct letter. ___D_____ 
a. Los Angeles b. Pittsburg      c. Chicago     d. New York

17. To hide an object in a layer mask, what color must be in the foreground 
in the color picker.  
Write the correct letter. ____C____ 
a. white  
b. none, make sure paint brush tool is selected 
c. black 
d. use color picker to find one 
e. none of these

18. ISO 400 = 1/250 @ ƒ/8, so an Equivalent exposure would be, ISO 200 = 1/_______ @ ƒ/8. 
 
Write the correct shutter. _1/125___

19.  What aperture would give me the greatest (largest) amount of depth-of-field?

   a. f/5.6 b. ƒ/8   c. ƒ11  e. ƒ/22

      Write the correct letter.  ___E_____ 
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20. In Photoshop CC2019, the keyboard shortcut to Subtract from a selection is the  
a. shift key.  b. command key.  c. option key.  d. none of these 
Write the correct letter. ___C_____

21. Write the correct letter. Lee Miller was a  _______C______. 
a. French  
b. Canadian  
c. American Fashion Model, Photojounalist, & Surrealist Photographer  
d. British Fashion Model.  

 22. What musical instrument did Ansel Adams play to give him more descipline as a  
Photographer. Write the answer. _______Piano______

23. The three dynamics of “Depth Of Field“ are? Write the correct letter. ___E_____ 
a. ISO rating, Focal Length, Subject Distance       
b. ISO rating, Focal Length, Aperture    
c. Filter Factor, Focal Length, Subject Distance       
d. Shutter Speed, Focal Length, Subject Distance      
e. None of the above 

24. What aperture would be the best for a Shallow (least amount) of Depth Of Field? 
Write the correct letter. __ƒ/5.6__ 
a. ƒ/5.6 b. ƒ/11 c. ƒ/32 d. ƒ/22 e. ƒ/8   

25. What Subject Distance would be best for a Shallow (least amount) of Depth Of Field? 
Write the correct letter. ____A____    a. near b. far 

Questions 26-30. Fill in the sequence of the five tone mapping sliders in Camera Raw. 
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_________Blacks______

_________Shadows___

__________Exposure__

___________Whites____

____ Highlights26. 30.29.

28. 27.


